QI’s “Pandora’s Quest”:
The Solution
When Series ‘P’ of QI was being prepared, host Sandi Toksvig suggested that it
would be fun to hide a puzzle within the series itself, similar to the GCHQ
Christmas Card puzzle back in 2016. The QI team invited games consultant
David Bodycombe to collaborate on how this QI Quest would work in practice.
Early on, a number of things were decided. Firstly, there would be no buried
treasure, to allow anyone to play no matter where they lived. The clues hidden
in the television show would help you crack the puzzles that were made
available online.
So that viewers could start solving without having to wait for the entire series
to air, it was decided that the 16 shows of the 16th series would be grouped
together into four sets of four. Puzzle 1 would rely on clues from the first four
shows, puzzle 2 would use clues from shows 5 to 8, and so on.
Before we go any further, if you haven’t finished the hunt yourself, this
document contains SPOILERS from this point. For those of you who want to try
the puzzles first, you can still do so even though the competition is now
finished. Stop reading now and go to qi.com/pandora for the first puzzle.

Still here? OK, let’s look at the clues for episode 1. Phill Jupitus is wearing
three badges. The first is a jigsaw piece to signify that some kind of puzzle is
afoot. The second badge says “I (heart) Pandora”. That’s a reference to

someone called Pandora who appears in the QI programme credits under the
title of ‘Puzzle Wrangler’.

Pandora’s surname changed each week to an anagram of the correct keyword.
For example, in show 1, her surname PACELIN gave the keyword PELICAN...
and the third badge worn by Phill was indeed a Pelican.

For the other three shows:
• In programme 2, ‘Peril’, the keyword was PITFALL. Sandi introduces
General Ignorance by saying “Here’s a hint... there will be pitfalls”.
• For show 3, there’s a policeman wearing a puzzle piece on his belt (see
below), to give the keyword POLICE.
• And in ‘Parts’, the word you were looking for was PATELLA, as Sandi
refers to “generally having a right old knees up - hint hint” in her
opening.

Those four key words – PELICAN, PITFALL, POLICE and PATELLA – were
needed to solve the first puzzle. But where was the puzzle to be found?
Although the first programme was broadcast in September, Pandora had
already been tweeting extensively at her account @QIPandora since February
2018.
On her Twitter biography, a link appeared to qi.com/pandora. Clicking on that
link took you to this grid:

Each of the four keywords has a natural position implied by the small pictures.
POLICE goes next to the handcuffs, PELICAN goes next to the bird, and so on.
As hinted by the small symbol in the bottom-right, the next stage was to
extend each of the magnifying glass handles until they hit one of the letters. If

you did this correctly in the order 1 to 8, it spells out the word PLOTLINE. If you
opened the URL qi.com/plotline, it revealed the second puzzle.

In order to solve that puzzle, you had to find the four keywords hidden in the
next four TV shows:
•
•
•

•

In show 5, ‘Public & Private’, Sandi says: “a little clue, I found these in
lost PROPERTY”.
For ‘Picnics’, there were PORKPIEs hidden on the set.
In programme 7 about ‘Pictures’, the keyword was PORTRAIT. Sandi
says “I’ve got four clues right here for you” as she introduces the panel
dressed up as portraits.
Finally, you needed to see that Sara Pascoe wore a PINEAPPLE shirt in
the ‘Plants’ show.

Again, in each programme, Pandora’s surname helped to confirm the word you
needed.
The second puzzle is relatively straightforward. It is a type of crossword, with
some clues running across and others going around in coloured circles. Four of
the circular clues are the same as the four keywords you’d found from the TV
shows. If you take the squares marked with asterisks from top to bottom, it
spells the word POSTPONES. The URL qi.com/postpones takes you to the third
puzzle.

At this stage, it’s time to find another four keywords from the TV shows. They
were as follows:
•
•
•
•

There was a question about PEANUTS in show 9.
In ‘Pain & Punishment’, Sandi says “so let’s peek at the points while I
point out the PENALTY.”
Next, Sandi makes various mentions to PERFUME in the opening of
‘Potpourri’.
And before General Ignorance in ‘Procrastination’, Sandi says “And now,
if you’re feeling clueless, we won’t POSTPONE it any longer.”

The third puzzle is a standard logic problem that you find in many puzzle
magazines, with the slight complication that some of the clues refer to some of
the keywords you found. For example, the reference to the letter covered in salt
indicates you should associate it with the keyword PEANUTS.

If you solve the puzzle correctly, the grid should be full of ticks and crosses.
Using the hint given that YES equals 1 and NO equals 0, you get four binary
numbers. Converting those numbers into decimal and then into letters using
the code A=1, B=2, C=3 etc. gives the answer POST.
That takes you to qi.com/post, where you’re given the last puzzle.
For the final four keywords, there was audience member wearing a PHANTOM
of the Opera style mask (first picture below); Sandi says “it’s time for the
POISONed chalice of general ignorance”; there’s a question about PINBALL;
and finally Sandi is holding a POSTCARD in question one (second picture
below).

If you plug the keywords PHANTOM, POISON, PINBALL and POSTCARD into
the words at the top, the title of the crossword becomes ‘Past transmissions’.
This was meant to hint at past transmissions – or previous programmes – that
have been broadcast in the 16 series of QI. (You see, this puzzle has been 16
years in the making and you didn’t realise it!)

You may notice that the small clue numbers in the crossword are in the wrong
places. That’s because they are representing the series numbers from 1 to 16.
You had to put one of the programme titles from series 1 into the clue 1 slot, a
programme title from series 2 into clue 2, and so on. By the nature of how QI
series are labelled A, B C etc., you would also reach this conclusion if you had
put A in the square marked 1, B in square 2, C for 3 and so on.

For simplicity, all the programme names were single words, and there was only
one way of choosing programme titles that fitted perfectly in the grid.

We now turn our attention to the code in the yellow box. Using the co-ordinate
system given by the side of the grid, we can decode the following message:

CHANGE THE GRID TO ONE I SNAPPED ON THE
DAY CHILE’S ‘POSTAGE STAMP OF TOMORROW’
STARTS THEIR JOB. CONTAIN YOURSELF, DON’T
LOSE HOPE – P.
The ‘postage stamp’ reference relates to a line that Sandi at the very end of
the 16th show: “The PRESIDENT of today is just the postage stamp of tomorrow.
Goodnight.”
After a quick bit of research, you would find out that Chile’s president is
inaugurated on March 11th. What’s that got to do with anything?
If you check back on Pandora’s Twitter page, on March the 11th 2018, she posted
this snap of her playing Scrabble. Does that remind you of anything? It’s a 15
by 15 grid with co-ordinates down the sides, just like the crossword.

Now we are only step away from the final answer. The only element we have
not used yet are the six yellow circles. These circles identify six letters on the
Scrabble board. The position marked 1 relates to the letter P at position 3M.
The second position at square 2A has a letter I on the Scrabble board.

If you continue that for all six letters, you get the final solution PITHOS. This
is a Greek word that relates to the overall theme of this quest, the legend of
Pandora’s box.

While we think we know the Pandora’s box story, the ‘box’ was actually a
mistranslation of PITHOS, a large jar used for storing wine. Originally, it was
Pandora’s jar that contained nothing but hope. Thanks to QI’s head elf, James
Harkin, for suggesting that final keyword.
Around 80 people managed to correctly solve the entire quest before the
competition closed – congratulations if you were one of them. If you didn’t quite
make it to the end, we hope this explanation has helped answer any questions
you had.
And if you found it all a little complicated, just be thankful you’re not the
person who’s had to update Pandora’s IMDb profile...
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